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THE LAZY FROG
TEXT BASED QUESTIONS
Objective Answer Type Questions
1-

State 'T' for True and 'F' for False statements.
(i)

The name of the frog is TED.



(ii)

The frog's mother needs his help.



(iii) The frog shows respect to the lady frogs who are passing by
him.



(iv) The frog works throughout the day.
2-

Read the following extract of the poem and answer the questions that follow.
To move two inches, much preferring
To be extremely hard-of-hearing.
He lies there in a silent heap,
And stays conveniently asleep.
(i)

Who is 'He' in the above lines?
_______________________________________________________

(ii)

What does 'He' do while laying?
_______________________________________________________

(iii) Which word or phrase in the above passage means 'deaf'? ................

Very Short Answer Type Questions
3-

Where does the frog loll all day?
____________________________________________________________
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How is the frog described in the poem?
____________________________________________________________

Short Answer Type Questions
5-

How does the frog react when his mother calls him?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

6-

What happens when a lady frog passes by Fred?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

7-

Besides lazy, what other word can you think of to describe the frog?
(Hint: how he behaved with his mother ..., when a lady frog walked by ...)
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

8-

Did you like the frog's behaviour?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

9-

What was the frog expected to do when a lady frog passed by?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

LANGUAGE BASED QUESTIONS
1-

Circle the correctly spelled words from the following
(i)

A
Extremely

B
Extremely
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A
(ii) Prefering
(iii) Bothar
2-
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B
Preffering
Bother
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C
Preferring
Bather

Do as directed.
(i)

Select an adjective from the first line of the poem ............... .

(ii)

Select an adjective from the fifth line of the poem ............... .

(iii) Select a pronoun from the last line of the poem ............... .
3-

Complete the cloud by filling in two rhyming words which rhyme with the one
mentioned in the cloud.

4-

Select the odd one from the following.
(i)

Cow, Horse, Shoes, Goat, Pig

..............................

(ii)

Hand, Legs, Mouth, Fear, Ears

..............................

(iii) Rose, Marigold, Tulip, Lotus, Frog

5-

..............................

Find the words from the poem which mean.
(i)

trunk of a tree that has been cut

..............................

(ii)

uselessly

..............................

(iii) to lie around lazily

..............................
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(iv) to bend your head to show respect

6-
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..............................

Fill in the blanks. Hint box is given.
asleep, avoid, loll, bow
(i)

Fred loved to ............... upon a log.

(ii)

He always manages to ............... the work.

(iii) He always preferred to stay conveniently ............... .
(iv) If a lady frog passes by, Fred never gets up to ............... .
7-

8-

Match the animals with their homes.
(i)

Cow

(a)

Nest

(ii)

Dog

(b)

Leaf

(iii)

Bird

(c)

Den

(iv)

Caterpillar

(d)

Shed

(v)

Horse

(e)

Stable

(vi)

Bee

(f)

Kennel

(vii) Snake

(g)

Water

(viii) Lion

(h)

Hive

Circle the preposition in the following sentences.
(i)

It rained during the night.

(ii)

The cat ran up the tree.

(iii) I waited behind you in the queue.
(iv) The missing pen was under my bed.
(v)

Jack climbed over the fence.
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Use these words in sentences of your own.
(i)

loll

.......................................................................................

(ii)

log

.......................................................................................

(iii)

shirk

.......................................................................................

(iv)

in vain

.......................................................................................

(v)

prefer

.......................................................................................

(vi)

hard
hearing

of .......................................................................................

(vii) conveniently

.......................................................................................

(viii) bow

.......................................................................................
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